Introduction
With current simulation methods and computational power it is possible to acquire Molecular Dynamics (MD) trajectories in microsecond time-scales in which major conformational changes can be observed. Because of the large amount of data produced in such simulations, it is necessary to use fast, automatic procedures to track and describe structural motions. We propose a new approach called ResiCon which performs a data-mining analysis of MD trajectories, and finds dynamic domains (quasi-rigid parts). ResiCon uses a time-generalized concept of a contact between amino-acid residues to construct a virtual scaffold characterizing the rigidness of a protein (see [1] for the description of local structural properties, including contacts). Stiffness of edges reflects variability of corresponding contacts observed during simulation. Next, ResiCon performs a spectral clustering, treating resulting clusters as putative quasi-rigid regions. We propose employing ResiCon to study proteins with flexible structural domains. ResiCon is available as a web server at http://dworkowa.imdik.pan.pl/EP/ResiCon
Contact between residues
We say that two residues are in contact, if for at least one configuration in the trajectory the following condition is satisfied:
Geometrical variability of a pair of residues i and j is quantified using the following metric:
where E r ij denotes the conformation of a contact between residues i and j in the r th trajectory frame. Small values of geometrical variability correspond to strong contacts. In order to use the spectral clustering algorithm presented in [2] , we need a normalized measure of a strength of a contact.
We have been using a logistic function of the geometrical variability:
with the range [0, 1], which allows for a customisation of ResiCon, using parameters α and β. This leads to the similarity matrix, [D] ij := D(i, j). As INPUT ResiCon requires a sample of representative structures of a protein in the PDB format. For each pair of residues in contact the geometrical variability is calculated. From this, values of parameters α and β are estimated, and the similarity matrix is constructed. ResiCon carries out a spectral clusterings into 2, 3, . . . , 10 clusters. For each such partitioning an indicator χ min is calculated, which is used to choose the optimal number of clusters, k (see [2] ). OUTPUT of ResiCon contains information on partitioning of the studied protein molecule into quasi-rigid structural parts, which correspond to clusters. Result of a clustering procedure is typically shown as a colorful stripe. This, along with a coloring of the protein structure, provides a clear visualization of the dynamic domains. In the case of the HIV-1 protease, flaps and two larger subdomains emerge when a partitioning into k = 4 clusters is carried out.
The algorithm

HIV-1 clustered into 6
The optimal number of clusters (according to ResiCon) is 4. It should be noted, however, that the indicator suggests another interesting partitioning for k = 6 (right). It distinguishes structures resembling "arms" connecting flaps with core subdomains. Note that there is a sequential discontinuity in the cyan/yellow regions. Singular residues were assigned to different parts than their sequential neighbours.
Sequential discontinuity
According to ResiCon, ASN-83 (magenta) belongs to a different cluster (cyan), than its sequential neighbours (yellow). This can be explained by the fact that ASN-83 plugs a cavity in the cyan domain, and it remains there throughout the trajectory.
